Summer '03
(eric. Pine Butte)
168 stock #2792-3
100 C-845 cans Sure envelope
150 $10
$146 spent

51,000
mileage 48985

Hoskins (upper? E'burg?) left Seattle 5:30

102

GEB 761
m 91
(green)
h'a

it was previous

Walt Wms - Reaganism & Death
    & Rep've Dem'y

Evans Express

edge effect: wedge
after [illegible]
with plant species

with cold front

[illegible]
Jo-Ann: E side seems of
com'ny, from homestead
(vs. scattered individ.)
- studying Sorley Macluan
- bartending

Express Express

edge effect: bridge

- 1/3 MT plant species
  @ Pure B

seeds into cold front
40 - 50 yard
Bet Rayez
Terry RPD '52

...cases made
other...
...undeciphered and...
queries on my
- dr. / mix

List: cover marks
- older
- clouding and
edges
"I live for today."

TV & other green plays.

140 seats/cups vs. 95 ships.  
Princess of Holland add 2nd  
Celebr will leave a ship  
Norwegian will replace 1072  
ships up/iggar  

Unless maybe
could wind that made
some part of house
creak unnaturally.

tunnel (color of)
Verbigris

↑ to my (dismay?),
I began to dream
Anna Reese.

spindly

sorry looks
was it ever oo.
Damn's eyes went wide
7 turkey eggs?
"C'mon, why did you do it, mister?"
"...You know, why did you even..."
"...then I see him in the world."

He was! I can tell him no!
- scrapbook - vengeful
day: 10.15 -
diego 7 ft. 8 in.
-as if it means
(641) 298-2621
From:  Helena Langdon, Jr. Emma

2:48:54
8:18:00
9:54 AM

1/21/6

30" in 10:38 AM

lgs on 1/23
what society puts on
back & its means
(文化传媒, technology)

Sandor & co

Ed P - Lee, no change

entries onship

305/11 350

2/4/40

70

1045
Mammonat and Amnowad

\[ \frac{3}{5} \]

35, 111, 500

\[ \frac{150}{20} \]

1095

cranes on ship!
tryin' still

I'll be second.

[Handwritten notes in blue ink]
guava power (good)
-little silver trees; will seem

you'll be good.
how many, many
of you are the 7 go 

69 prime #

90 86 78 80 78
Watch for our house!

83 5 0 7 3 9 2
7 9 8 8 9 2 8 2
7 2 8 3 8 8 9 2 8 2
7 4
6 1 8 7 9 2 8 5 8 0
C
8 8 2 8 6 7 8 7 7
1917
1892
\[
\frac{1892}{25}
\]
Stringband.net

\[MT-XY: \text{WOSI diary}\]
\[Woo: \text{p. 239-44}\]
\[Swan: 35-39\]
\[Monty: 39-41\]

pp. 60-68

pp. 249-61

pp. 164-171, 4+ A.
I recognized a thing here. But did not want to.

Chlorophyll Juanita makes (horsepower)

std 0. deck, my tog cleared dry in pleasure.

Garden, this is marvelous.
watering?

John has card a lot 7 papers in his career — if he gets going on 300+ pp 1 1:00 OK, we cd be here overtime.

No captured @ Base an

upload my head

seeing into ... run

I liked to think

it was just to dp upon full

informat of chf
Ashland
Standing Stone Brewery
Lela's
Panera (wraps)

406 523-5252

owns a miniature
miniature of yours
(miniature)
mother's smoke cue
Frank & Shaw
of Dean L
of May
who cut
hayrack in its es' hole
Dr. Hunter - 8 Per Cent

Seyfert succeed
Sally

Tip: submit ca
to Effie

garden drain: paint fence
rain only more on 6 ca.
Dennis McKellen (?)

(310) 476-6737

Casual

Cennig

A NBA

Sculchers beyond

Galley

Life: submit LA to 5th/and

garden drain: peach kernel

rain early morning 6th
They're not that in Hillary
Ace 1 yard sign
poker table

Yam 'n' red @ pea vines
(Cage 6)
Mulls @ trellis string!

When our hearts are
Broken, they fall into
unforeseen
new patterns. Coins,
(tails among us),
A strange baffling
... marked world noble,
It will stick w/ it here today.
of white bread
and white guy
I had an unusually thirful
set of reasons on Reskin
... it came out of it
knowing there was a lot
of code and, o.75 of
that and terrible part.

Surely : We do not stay
say, ...
spring '50 seminar

comp cut: Marcin & # longer

2/8

5/7

2/5

8:09

heart pattern
Marion E. Zilberg address
creation, p. 106

Send 2 yds/set.
Set Sun in N.
2000/

Is my citizenship?
call Patricia/Ann

Aron/ma mouse
Patricia
200/400
PP. Moore

Sat/Sun in Nov.
20.00

Is it church?
call Patricia/Mon
in Westoff with mouse
Speech: 1 - observed
Why Not: 1st of all, because
Earth boy, 47 - meaning into wind.
Jim's full of wind, Norman's thin, mine full of hay

Tumbling chairs cooler (after lunch)
Camp 1141
had taken to
1144

Taking morning
breakfast and
March 13 - minus

Croatian
dry log

Textual and
In a scrape

- weather
  -6 - call & water
  - make new lines

Pyn, 175-77 A
Mackenzie Papineau Battalion 7. An armed
Brigade 15p 1937

"Nearly 1500 Canadian
vols. - confronted by
For'nm Enlistment Act of
1937 enacted by .
Can t sort 'em, mercy can't
change unless Act
jorner be mo stuggle ...
1/4 7 those vols join
from BC ... Over 600
vols in 12-P Battalion
we killed in Spain.
(No Porssan in large
letters @ bottom 7 page)
pick berries
pick apples

French Beach
& Jordan R.
Sandcut Shores
Jordan R.
Aylward
Effort & Barn

Beechen Bay Rd
Intro: no phone -
Stand up, state your name & phone #

Back/forward.com

Tiffany Hyde/Tepec

Victoria: manned by MacKenzie- Papineau Brigade
Big (10 oz up) 21
medium 20

20
18
18

59
69

lost 4
smallest tray:
18 = 4 3/4 #

12 suggests: 15 1/2
15
13 1/2
13 1/2
18 1/2
12
11
16 1/2
10
11
11 1/2
11
Rm 316
214 W Main

rainbows race along watering systems

Signatures o. Land
homes @ Columbia

Humans are strange contraptions.

Shooting 7/7: months
(real life:erville)
Waiting for her life
- Ripley Scherman

Carmen @ Black/17
met

- Folding Charts -
  Merwin

Rombovan market

Horse in Heaven
- Mar
  Ripley
6:30 @ Annick
Bannor - 200
12 mi mark
Bear cwa Rd
3/4 mi on main rd
(2 3/4 mi; do 't take
W fork - another 1 1/4
mi to yr eat. good)
406 244-5549
Hank Mathison
Brand book

made demands on

local knowledge/
ignorance

John Maata/Chester

Amicus

\(40 \%\) >
\(2\%\)
5 5 49
 Sellers-Mark   x McClenman

 Catafore
 L.T.D  Italian

 75
 600
 \[ \frac{75}{4500} \]

 Joe: why work here?
Leather - /des
Cash pass our meeting

20.07

33.84
29.18
56.02
Taco Rice, Pendroy
- Seattle U
- Thanksgiving?
BILL R: heli's scare
eln thru fences

breathless jewel

Ambrose: wanted to
write a Clark, but
not heroic enough
interesting

Charlie Russell
dog-slayer

microwave racket
monkeys: changing
signatures o: land
schoolhouse 36 x 18  
(twice as long as wide)  
-3 windows each side  
- barrel stove  
- recitation bench @ back (matches desk)  
spelling bees bet'n grades  
flagpole out front - pledge of allegiance - then start school
John & Sarah Castles (Pitt)
Dar & Nancy Davidson (OTT)
Ken & Margaret Evans (Boston)
Hick & Les Frazee (San D)
Bruce & Lynn Kelley (Eugene)
Jay & Kay Prongs (Winnemucca)
Howard Rapp (Hamilton)
Bob & Barbara Seiler (Salida, CO)
Bob & Shari Dayton (Bellings)
Dawn Baker
Lee Barkhouse
Betsy Bauer
Eric Bergman
Dave Carr
Mark Korta
Ralph Waltz